
$2,000/month $4,000/month $6,000+/month
Price Per App $24.00 $22.00 $20.00

Take your job advertising to the 
next level. Get exclusive, qualified
applicants that are actively searching
for your open assignments.

Product Details

Benefits of a Direct Apps Plan

Promote jobs to receive higher priority and
more exposure to qualified candidates.

Pick and choose which jobs you want to
promote. Only pay for what you need!

Conversion rate optimization through
programmatic marketing techniques.

Digital omni-channel campaigns
optimized for lower cost per hire.

Live dashboard reporting to
monitor performance.

Integration with your ATS* to send
all leads directly to your recruiters.

Exclusive Leads

Promoted Jobs

Higher Conversion Rate

Higher Response Rate

More Travel Nurses

Direct Apps are exclusive to you and your jobs. Your recruiters will

receive them directly to your ATS* or email.

Only pay for what you need! You pick and choose which jobs you

want to promote to get them seen by more qualified candidates. 

Increase conversions with programmatic job advertising, ensuring your jobs

are seen by candidates who are actively searching for assignments like yours.

With this level of exclusivity, your recruiters will get the highest possible

response rate from qualified candidates.

The best part of Direct Apps is filling your open assignments with highly

qualified travel nurses who are ready for a new assignment. 

Reach out to your Client Success Manager or

Account Executive and let them know you are

interested.

They will send you an agreement and onboarding

questionnaire to give our team the details they

need to get you started with Direct Apps.

Our team will work with you to complete your

account setup and have you up and receiving

Direct App candidates in less than a week!
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Getting Started

Speak With an Account Executive
Today to Get Started With

*Standard out-of-the-box integration is available for the following applicant tracking systems:
Bullhorn, Bluesky, Nexus powered by LaborEdge, and HealthcareSource.


